Quality Standard
and Expectations

Making Our Future Together, Today

The purpose of this booklet is to communicate our standards,
expectations and aspirations in one simple to read guide.
The aim of this is to be a guide and a point of
reference for how we work and how we conduct
ourselves to each other and to our customers.
How we behave in our everyday working life
is reflected in how we are perceived by our
customers, our stakeholders and the wider world
and is intrinsically linked to the success of the
company.
We operate in some of the most safety conscious
and demanding sectors in the entire world,
covering aerospace, nuclear, marine, space and
civil power generation and should feel very proud
of this. Our position in the markets we operate
in is enviable and many companies will spend
their entire corporate lives striving to reach the
position we currently occupy.
The customers who operate in these sectors
expect the highest level of honesty, integrity,
performance and results and we need to strive,
everyday, to meet and exceed these values to
ensure that they continue to choose
CW Fletcher as their first choice.
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Use this booklet if you are unsure of an expected
standard when preparing for or performing any
task within the company. No matter how trivial
you think it is, it matters to the overall success of
what we do and whether or not we win. We can
also use it to coach and support others, should
they need guidance or should they fall below the
standards we aspire to.
Finally, what you do matters, never forget this.
This company, as with so many others, is only
as good as the people that work for it, all of the
people. We can only continue to succeed, win
and grow if we take an active role in achieving
high performance behaviours and standards
every day.
Please read, reflect and act on the messages
and themes in this document. Only by working
together, can we succeed, grow and win as a
company.
Steve Kirk
Managing Director
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Core Values

Communication

Develop a clear understanding of our direction and status
through open, honest communication with all

Respect

Operate with integrity and foster a respectful, inclusive culture that
promotes engagement with the company, our colleagues and partners

Empowerment

Be empowered to deliver outstanding results in a responsible manner

Action

Take action to improve all aspects of our business

Teamwork

Work as a mutually supportive team with goals aligned to the
communicated company objectives

Environment

Cultivate a professional, enjoyable atmosphere where we care about our
colleagues, our facilities and our impact on the environment
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Standards and Expectations

standards and expectations
“ Ourestablish
what we expect from

each other at all times, and help
us to realise and achieve
CW Fletcher’s vision.

Our vision is to become:

”

Obviously, the safest partner for any customer,
in whichever market we choose to serve.
Every member of CW Fletcher, wherever you work and in whichever role, is entrusted with the safe
and reliable operation of our facility. This responsibility means that the whole CW Fletcher team
is required to maintain the highest standards of safety and behavioural performance, to ensure we
uphold and exceed market professionalism.
We must ensure that across CW Fletcher, at all times and in all places, the actions of each and every
person are consistent with the standards and expectations set forth within this booklet, and conform
to the company vision.
To achieve our vision, we must:
•

Lead by example in accordance with our
company’s core values.

•

Adopt zero tolerance to indifference,
inefficiency, bureaucracy and bullying.

•

Create an enjoyable, inclusive working
atmosphere.

•

Be accountable for our actions and hold
others accountable for theirs.

•

Earn the trust of our colleagues, stakeholders,
suppliers and customers.

•

Be clear in our expectations and provide
feedback.

•

Recognise customer needs and strive to
deliver world-class performance.

•

Listen actively to people’s views and represent
these views honestly.

•

Continually improve methods and
effectiveness.

•

Consider effects and be resolute in our
decisions.

We can only deliver our company vision, and meet our standards and expectations, if we all
take responsibility in achieving high performance, behaviours and standards. As a company, we
must aspire to meet and exceed these every day to ensure that customers continue to choose
CW Fletcher.
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CW Fletcher Product Safety Policy

CW Fletcher Product Safety Policy
CW Fletcher manufactures a range of products that are of critical importance to our customers.
These parts are required to operate in some incredibly harsh and safety critical environments on
civil and military aircraft, nuclear power plants and satellite launch systems.
Our behaviours and actions are governed by our vision and core values which underpin our
Quality Safety Policy.
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Our Quality Safety Policy
Our Core Values drive our Quality Safety Policy

Communication

CW Fletcher leaders will communicate our customer requirements for product
safety and ensure that all safety related tasks are given the relevant attention,
time and resources

Respect

CW Fletcher will respect all our customer safety requirements when
manufacturing our products. We will ensure that we meet or surpass our customer,
legal and regulatory requirements

Empowerment

Everyone who works at CW Fletcher shares the responsibility and accountability
for the product safety, Quality is the building block for product safety thus
by following our process and procedures will ensure our products conform to
customer specifications

Action

CW Fletcher strives for the continuous improvement of product safety. We are
committed to investigate, reduce and resolve the risk on all safety related issues,
embedding the findings into our process and procedures

Teamwork

We shall work together to support, report and resolve any product safety issues
and concerns

Environment

CW Fletcher will create the correct working environment to ensure we meet
our customer’s safety requirements. Training shall be provided to ensure our
employees understand our policy, processes and procedures and fulfil their
collective and personal responsibilities.
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Managing Risk at CW Fletcher

Assessing, managing and mitigating risk should form part of our
everyday life at CW Fletcher.
The customers we serve all have risk averse cultures and trust that we do too, in fact, it is paramount
to securing our existing projects and convincing new customers to consider us for their new projects.
As manufacturing professionals, managing risk should be part of everyday life. At the start of every
project or task we undertake, at regular hold points during our working day and included in the conclusion
of any finished project.

All individuals:
•

Are aware that good management of risk helps keep us all safe

•

Get involved in assessing the risks associated with your work

•

Actively engage in planning sessions, daily team briefs and any discussions linked to your project
or process

•

Understand how your action or inaction can increase risk for others working in your area

•

Ensure that you understand the function of any safety systems or procedures connected to your
area or the site

Risk perception:
Risk perception is the personal judgement we make about the severity and probability of realising a risk.
Everything we do carries some degree of risk, but some risks are unacceptable.
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•

At all times perform your work with the appropriate level of risk perception

•

Challenge unsafe actions and behaviour

•

Be prepared to accept that challenge from others

Situational Awareness

Situational awareness is all about being aware of what
is going on around you in both your own and other working
environments. It is based on our experience and knowledge
and so differs from person to person.
For an example of this, imagine yourself on a rope bridge, suspended between two
very high mountain peaks and now imagine your situational awareness.
How would this differ to walking to the shops?
At all times, be in the moment, keep focussed and understand the role you are performing and the
environment that you are working in. Also consider the shadow that you cast, your actions and behaviour
may very well influence how other people act and react, especially if they are new to the company.
A useful guide here is the STAR technique:

Stop

Engage the mind
before the hands

Think

What is actually
happening and what
does it mean to your
safety

Act

Inform your line
manager or business
unit leader, make a
change or stop

Engage

What could be
improved for next
time?
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Planning and Executing Work

All of our customers expect the highest of standards for the preparation and execution of the work we
undertake on their behalf.
As professional people operating in the industries that we serve and for the customers who choose to
work with us, we must consider the consequences of the actions we take, actively participate in our team
and business unit briefings and ensure that we are focused and engaged in the tasks that we execute.
Our customers rely on us and we must constantly strive to earn that trust.

Actively participate in team briefings and focus on the task in hand:
The key word here is ‘actively’. All of us need to take time to consider why we are at the team briefings
we attend, why we are part of certain work based teams, and what we can and should be contributing.

All team members:
Good execution of work always begins with good planning. We all need to actively play our part and take
personal ownership for the planning and preparation of our work to reduce the re-work and potential
for errors.

Help the company and your team get it right, first time, every time.
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Right work
Get involved in your team and/or business unit meetings and planning sessions.
This is your opportunity to contribute, shape outcomes and add your support.
Speak up, in a constructive manner and help us achieve our objectives.

Right time
The schedule, project plan or programme is built to ensure that work is carried out in
the right order to ensure that our and our customer goals’ are met. If you feel that the
schedule is incorrect, speak up in a constructive fashion and offer alternatives or advice.
Always bear in mind that whilst your views cannot always be actioned, they are valuable.

Right way
During pre job briefs, actively participate as you may identify issues or hazards that are
associated with the task or project that have been missed.
Doing the job the right way is not always the easiest and usually involves more work, or
more complicated work, but this pays dividends later in the process.
Think about this and the number of jobs in your daily life that you half do and then do
again afterwards many times, and then consider the jobs that you have really applied
yourself to. Which ones do you feel better about and which ones make you feel proud?
•

Ensure that the appropriate controls are in place before you start any task or work
and look out for deviation from the process or standard work instructions. In a
controlled fashion this can be good, in an uncontrolled fashion this can create scrap
and cost time and money.

•

Only proceed with your task or work if the correct support and tools are in place
to do so.
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Error Reduction

Our customers expect that as professional people, we understand and utilise
error prevention techniques. Many of us have been trained in how to use and
apply them. Our aspiration here should be to understand each technique
we are taught and then apply it to the relevant work based situation to avoid
significant errors or easily avoidable events.
As humans, we are all fallible and all make mistakes.
However, we have the opportunity and the tools to
utilise error prevention techniques as part of our
daily routine to ensure that we get work
done right, first time, every time.

As a professional:
Focus on the correct error prevention technique
and avoid common error traps such as:
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•

Tiredness

•

Distractions

•

Overconfidence

•

Time pressure

•

Vague or imprecise guidance

•

Inexperience

•

Complacency

Avoid common everyday facility errors by:
1.

Pre-job checks

2.

Point of work check-list

3.

Following a standard work instruction

4.

Communication with colleagues and management

5.

Post-job review

Do

Act

Plan

Check

This can be summarised into a Plan, Do, Check, Act cycle. This cycle will help you understand what has
worked, what could be better and what did not work. In this way you can modify your actions to gain a
different and more positive outcome next time.

Avoid office based errors by applying the following tools:
1.

Work scope brief – check the project or task before starting

2.

Validate assumptions

3.

Self check and peer check

4.

Gain customer or manager approval before starting a task

5.

Obtain project sign-off and milestone approval
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Procedure Use and Adherence

Following procedures, processes and guidelines is a key error reduction tool.
Correct use and adherence to procedures also underpins safe working.

CW Fletcher Product Safety Policy
Confirm the procedure is the latest issue and all of the pages are present.
Ensure that you fully understand the scope and purpose of the work you are going to perform and also
that you have been trained to do so.
Ensure that all safety equipment and guarding etc. is in place prior to commencement.

During use
Perform the procedure as defined without skipping steps
If you are unsure or the process does not make sense, seek help or additional support. This could be
because:
•
The process cannot be performed in the way that it is defined
•
Executing the process puts you or the product in danger
•
Something is clearly wrong with the equipment or process

After use
•
•
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Ensure that all data, calculations or sign-offs have been completed – this is essential in terms of
batch card control as you are passing on your work to another part of the process and assuring
that it has been done correctly.
If something is not right, inform others and your Business Unit Leader or Manager. This can be
put to good use, keep colleagues safe and ensure that little errors do not grow.

Emergency Preparedness

At CW Fletcher we handle and work with a range of dangerous
materials, processes and chemicals and need to understand and
live up to these.
Having a high level of emergency preparedness is fundamental to a safe working environment and
ensuring that the company and everyone in it are cared for.
Understand and know the various alarms and safety procedures that operate in the company.

1

Know the various alarms and what to do when they sound

2

Learn about your area, what needs to happen in an emergency and how you can help

3

Familiarise yourself with other areas that you use and have an appreciation for other
safety procedures

4

Actively participate in site drills and offer constructive advice

5

Become a fire warden or first aid representative

6

Help people that organise the drills and offer constructive advice

7

Ensure that you are correctly booked in and out of the buildings and that people know
where you are in an emergency situation

Finally, have an appreciation of how safety procedures work and how equipment works and why.

What are the safety features of the equipment?
Do they work?
Do you know why they are in place?
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Questioning Attitude

When we are in a totally new environment, such as at the start of a new job, our questioning
attitude kicks in. We ask lots of questions and are much more observant. This changes
and becomes much more difficult when we work in the same place, on similar tasks, every
day.
A questioning attitude is something that we must all maintain at CW Fletcher. It helps us
to prevent error and fosters an awareness of risk and assumptions. As a manufacturing
company, reducing the risk of error is very important, many of the parts we manufacture
have critical end uses. By maintaining this attitude, we will avoid complacency and
continuously test existing conditions and activities to ensure that our parts are not faulty.
We must ask questions to make sure we understand what is happening and what might go
wrong, allowing the foresight to take preventative action and promote a positive safety
culture at CW Fletcher.
In order to make sure we keep a questioning attitude we must:
Support each other

•

Corroborate with others - ask the
opinion of others to check that things
are in a healthy state.

•

Seek to understand the perspective of
the individual who has concerns about
their work, by listening to the concerns
without pre-judgement.

React
Ownership
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React- if something seems or feels wrong
or you feel the incorrect assumptions are
being made, raise the point. This could
prevent a major error from occurring and
prevent a potentially dangerous situation
arising. If the issue in question is not an
immediate health and safety risk, but one
that you feel could improve processes,
make sure you fill out an improvement
activity form.

Ask

•

Understand

Personal Responsibility

As advanced engineering professionals, we need to
make sure that we produce parts which meet all the standards
which are required by our customer to meet the high quality that is needed.
Transparency during the production of parts means that each individual is now
accountable for their role in the overall manufacture of a part, thus we must take on a personal
responsibility and full ownership of our work.
Our colleagues, customers, company and users of our product depend upon us to conduct
ourselves in a way expected of us as nuclear and aerospace professionals.

As a CW Fletcher professional we:
•

Behave in a professional manner and treat others with respect.

•

Follow all rules, procedures and follow core values in line with the company standards and expectations.

•

Look after and respect company clothing, equipment and property.

•

Do not remove company property unless you have the appropriate authority to do so.

•

Take pride in your work and working environment.

•

Work in a safe manner, don’t endanger others.

•

Conduct your role in an ethical and professional manner, always understanding that you are
representing the company and our customers.

We must also take on a personal responsibility to make sure that we support our colleagues and team
members. We need to make sure that we coach and provide feedback to each other, to make sure we
continuously learn and perform our jobs better.

To do this we:
•

Encourage, listen and consider feedback that we receive from others. This helps to keep ourselves,
others and our parts safe.

•

Challenge in a respectful manner unsafe actions and behaviours, and be prepared to accept challenges
from others.
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Training

It is vital to make sure that only those who are trained perform the tasks which they are qualified for. This
ensures that we deliver excellence at all times and deliver a product which meets the high standards that we,
CW Fletcher, as well as the customer expect.
By adhering fully to training standards, we can maintain a positive workplace safety record at CW Fletcher.
If only those trained to complete operations do so, we minimise the chance of risk or accident. This helps to
increase the safety on the factory floor, and the safety for the end use of our parts.
Always make sure that you are trained, competent and confident to carry out work to the required standard.
Ensure that once training has been completed:
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•

Only start work if trained to do so. Do ask for help if you are unsure, do not understand or do not feel
confident in your ability to carry out a task.

•

Make sure that you complete the job according to the training that you have received. If less
experienced staff are struggling, support them as much as possible.

•

Maintain a positive attitude and be prepared to learn and make use of new skills to complete your
work, improve performance and broaden experience.

•

Inform your Manager, Business Unit Leader, Team Leader or Quality Engineer if you think you require
any further training.

Nuclear Professionalism
Underpinning Nuclear Safety
Nuclear safety is of the up-most importance at CW Fletcher. Our nuclear professionalism standards
ensure that each of us take a personal responsibility to support nuclear safety within the company and
minimise the chance of exposing ourselves and others to risk.
A strong nuclear safety culture is maintained by everyone and we must all work to these standards, whatever
our role is within CW Fletcher, in whichever area of the business we work.
We can ensure the continuous improvement of our nuclear safety culture by understanding the five nuclear
safety elements and their components, as defined by Sellafield Ltd and the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority (NDA.)

The five elements of nuclear safety are:

Physical
controls

Buildings and
equipment
designed,
commissioned
and installed
to ensure
nuclear material
is contained
effectively.

Local
admin
controls
Unambiguous,
well
communicated
and easily
retrieved local
instructions,
assessments,
logs, drawings
etc. which
are followed
to ensure we
are operating
correctively.

Standards
Clear and well
communicated
standards and
practices,
including the
company’s
standards and
expectations.

SQEP
It is important
to have the
right people,
doing the right
jobs and that
the work is
carried out
by a suitable,
qualified and
experienced
person.

Culture
The principle,
values, and
behaviours of
all employees
committed
to safe,
secure site
stewardship.
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Operating Experience

We learn from operating experience, and use this knowledge to improve performance.
Using our operating experience effectively allows us to significantly reduce the potential for repeat
accidents and incidents across CW Fletcher. By creating and owning a culture of learning will help
expand our operating experience.
Every member of CW Fletcher can help us all learn from our experience by:

Reviewing personal work and record learning:
•

When you complete a task, carry out a post-job review and record the learning for the use of
your colleagues and yourself. This will ensure that you continuously develop your personal skill set
and improve on the task with which you approach.

•

If there is a case for immediate learning which you think needs to be reviewed straight away, use
the appropriate method for communicating this. Contact your management sponsor or business
unit leader.

Seek out learning:
•

When planning and preparing work, use the available learning to improve on performance:
•

Ask people within your team or department who have experience of working on that job
or a similar task for advice and help.

•

Access your standard work instructions or process guides; you can do this by contacting
your management sponsor or business unit leader.

Use learning to improve performance
•

During the planning of work, use your own and available operating experience to improve
planning and approach work. Use it to:
•

Assess risks better.

•

Align resources more effectively.

Prevent repeat events and reduce rework.
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Foreign Object Debris
(FOD) Compliance

The parts that we manufacture within our facility end up
on very high value or safety critical end uses such as aircraft
engines, civil power stations or nuclear storage facilities. This
places a great responsibility on us as suppliers to these customers
and in many cases as users of the end products.
Think of this next time you are flying away on holiday! All of these
end customers and CW Fletcher take FOD very seriously and
as such we all have a responsibility to ensure that parts are not
contaminated at our facility, at any time.

The following checks must be carried out before
any operator commences any operations.
1.

The transportation box shall be of correct size for the
parts and not damaged in such a way that parts can be
damaged or raise a Health and Safety issue.

2.

The transportation box shall be clean and free of FOD
(Foreign Objects or Debris).

3.

The parts protection is adequate to stop damage from
metal to metal contact.

4.

Are the parts clean, free from damage?

Please notify your Business Unit Leader
if any of the above is unsatisfactory.
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Route Card Compliance

Our route card is one of the most important documents
that the company produces and gives our customers the security
of knowing that their parts are made to a safe, approved and repeatable
method. It guarantees traceability and compliance and we have to digitally
store each one indefinitely in case of audit or investigation.
The following checks must be carried out before any operator
commences their operation.
1.

The parts match the route card, part number, batch number, identification.

2.

The previous operation has been completed, signed, stamped, dated, quantity (as applicable).

3.

Check the quantity is correct as quoted on the previous operation.

4.

Ensure any alterations to route card narrative are endorsed with a Triangular Planning Amendment stamp.

5.

Any required amendment to operator information shall be struck out and initialled, this is applicable for
quantity, signature or date errors.

Please notify your Business Unit Leader if any of the above are unsatisfactory.
Operator who carried out their operation without checking the previous
operation was completed. This operator will be held responsible.

Do not accept defective work
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Manufacturing Operation

Each manufacturing operation is as important as the next one in the eyes of our customers.
Missing or not fully completing just one operation can result in costly re-work, scrap, customer
return or damage to an end product.
The result of any of these is less financial return to our company, meaning that we have
less money to invest into our future. Following on from this could be customer returns,
financial penalties, legal action or in the very worst case fatalities.

The following checks must be carried out before any operator
commences their operation.
Is your work space clean and tidy and adequate to
complete the operation?

The operation shall be carried out at the Work Centre/
Machine quoted at the operation
Is all of the equipment stated on the route card to
carry out the operation available - drawings, SWI, tools,
fixtures, inspection equipment, inspection plans, NC
program number etc..
Is any equipment being used not quoted on the route
cards - drawings, SWI, tools, fixtures, inspection
equipment, inspection plans, NC program number etc..

Any inspection equipment used shall be in Calibration.

Please notify your Business Unit Leader if any of the
above are unsatisfactory.
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Releasing the Parts to
the Next Operation
Each operator has a responsibility to make sure their operation is completed, and the proceeding
operations have been completed satisfactorily too. Failure to do this could mean adding more value to
parts that cannot be sold or risking scrapping parts as they pass the point where they can be rectified.
You have the power and responsibility to ensure that we support ourselves and our customers in only
releasing good parts to the next operation.
The following checks must be carried out before any operator releases a part
to the next operation.
1.

The operation has been completed as per route card instructions.

2.

The parts are clean, free from damage and burr (where applicable).

3.

The operation has been signed, stamped, dated and quantity endorsed (where applicable).

4.

Part protected as required, transportation box is free from FOD and adequate to protect the
parts.

These will be monitored by audits and Quality Concerns, personnel found to be constantly failing to
achieve the above standard could be subject to the company disciplinary procedure.
Quantity

Signature

Date

Process Stamps

Do not pass on known defective work
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Counterfeit and Fraudulent
Material or Product
Any material products and parts found or suspected to be counterfeit and fraudulent shall be put in
Quarantine and a non-conformance report will be raised. In addition to this the Quality Manager shall
be informed.
After an assessment of the suspected counterfeit parts is completed, a report shall be submitted to
the Quality Manager who will inform the Director. Disposition should be in accordance with customer
and regulatory requirements, under no circumstance should the disposition be a return to the supplier
or delivered to the customer, unless the suspect material has been confirmed not to be counterfeit
or fraudulent.
Example material may be returned to supplier to allow the supplier to conduct internal investigations.
If submission to the customer or regulatory agency is not required, the default disposition should be
destruction of the material / parts.
This becomes more and more important in a global world with internet sales and purchasing. Where are
our parts coming from and how do we confirm this?

Control of Sensitive Parts
Sensitive parts are controlled by the requirement set out in CQP 28.01
All parts that are sensitive have the following information on every operation:
************************************************************
THIS FIXED PROCESS DOCUMENT (PLANNING) IS FOR A:
SENSITIVE PART. SUBJECT TO CONTROL IN ACCORDANCE
WITH RRES90000/CQP28.1 EC or MEC
************************************************************

Operation designated EC (Engineering Control) cannot be amended without customer
approval.
Operation designated MEC (Manufacturing Engineering Control) cannot be amended
without Quality approval.
Please carry out all operation as stated on the route card / data card or SWI.
Please contact your Business Unit Leader or Quality Engineer if you are unable to carry
out the operation as per the route card / data card or SWI.
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ITAR and Compliance

Export controls imposed by the UK Government and The European
Community affect a number of the products that we manufacture.
We must therefore understand these controls and be sure to comply with them. The purpose of these
controls is to limit the supply of technology or strategic goods to countries prohibited for reasons of
proliferation, security or terrorism. It is in the interest of us all that the controls are effective if it makes
the world a safer place. For our business it is essential that we comply with the legislation; failure to do
so would bring serious penalties such as fines or loss of business for the company and for the individuals
concerned.
Each of us must be aware of our own role and ensure that no items are despatched (including the
transmission of sensitive software or technology) without due clearance and authorisation. Information
is available on how export controls affect your position; make sure you are aware of it. For further
advice and information please see the export committee.
Being in control of our entire compliance framework has numerous benefits to our company in terms
of opening other potential sales opportunities, convincing our customers that we are the right home
for their projects and enabling us to sell our products with confidence.
This has to be something that the entire company supports and will only succeed if we all have an
awareness and remain vigilant and so we ask you to help the company and yourself as we build the
foundations for our future.
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Care of Components

The company has introduced a new care of component policy in line with its commitment to
regulatory bodies, cost reduction, health and safety and customer support.

General handling of components:
•

It is a company policy that all parts shall be handled with care and clean gloves at all times.

•

This is to reduce contamination and to meet our customer and controlling authority standards.

•

From a health and safety perspective to reduce cuts and abrasions.

•

In keeping with good industry standards, this policy is subject to audit and scrutiny and any
employee found handling components without wearing gloves will be subject to the company
disciplinary procedure.

Please help yourself, and the company, in ensuring we take care of ourselves
and our components.
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We manufacture for and supply to the following market sectors:

Aerospace

Nuclear

Space
Exploration

CW Fletcher & Sons Limited
Sterling Works, Mansfield Road, Wales Bar, Sheffield, S26 5PQ, UK

T: +44 (0)114 294 2200 F: +44 (0)114 294 2200

www.cwfletcher.co.uk
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